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Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged.
Language: English. Brand new. John Heskett wants to transform the way we think about design by
showing how integral it is to our daily lives, from the spoon we use to eat our breakfast cereal, and
the car we drive to work in, to the medical equipment used to save lives. Design combines 'need'
and 'desire' in the form of a practical object that can also reflect the user's identity and aspirations
through its form and decoration. This concise guide to contemporary design goes beyond style and
taste to look at how different cultures and individuals personalize objects. Heskett also reveals how
simple objects, such as a toothpick, can have their design modified to suit the specific cultural
behavior in different countries. There are also fascinating insights into how major companies such
as Nokia, Ford, and Sony approach design. Finally, the author gives us an exciting vision of what
design can offer us in the future, showing in particular how it can humanize new technology. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of
titles in almost every subject area. These are the...
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Reviews
This book is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to read. It is really simplistic but shocks in the 50 percent of
the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ally Reichel
This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS
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